INNOVATIVE SCHOOLS CONSORTIUM
Learning programs for high achieving students

Curtin partners with innovative schools to build deep learning partnerships that identify and develop high achieving students.

High achieving students are those who demonstrate strong desires to learn and show strengths in leadership, community activities and one or more discipline areas. They have high recommendations, interest levels, grades and other signs of commitment as well as high aspirations.

BENEFITS FOR STUDENTS
Curtin engages talented young people through the Achievement Centred Engagement for Students program (ACES), which includes workshops, seminars and academies that build skills and strengths in innovation, creativity and entrepreneurship.

Students in the ACES program can also build records of achievement that assist in meeting Curtin’s entry requirements, and gain opportunities for accelerated entry into Curtin.

BENEFITS FOR SCHOOLS
Curtin can help the school meet its goals for development and transformation of learning and teaching while providing opportunities to students.

The school will assist in identifying and developing their talented students for ACES programs and acceleration into Curtin. The University will be a partner in community impact, public communications, organisational change and increasing educational opportunities for school staff as well as promising students.

Other benefits for schools include STEM education, continuous improvement of learning and teaching, observational classes for teacher improvement, strategic school leadership support, and school and community development.

A Memorandum of Understanding will outline the mutual benefits and commitments of the partnership.

HOW TO BECOME AN INNOVATIVE SCHOOLS CONSORTIUM MEMBER SCHOOL
Contact Curtin Learning and Teaching
Email: entry_pathways@curtin.edu.au